Broken windows happen ... no building is exempt.
It’s impossible to predict when they might happen. They can be deliberate or
accidental. Boarding up is the short-term traditional method of making safe.
But this is expensive, unsightly, often insecure and destructive, which can result
in irreparable damage to upvc frames and double glazed units. Worse still it
tends to attract vandalism like a magnet.

There is, of course a much better way.
A cost saving, faster and practically invisible way. We call it

you’ll call it amazing!

FOR EFFECTIVELY DEALING WITH BROKEN GLASS IN AN EMERGENCY
With
AN UNSIGHTLY BOARD...
X causes disruption and damages
window frames
X risks exposure to dangerous broken glass
X is psychologically depressing
X blocks out light and looks awful
X invites further vandalism
X is often not secure and very expensive

you have the peace of mind knowing
you can make safe a broken window in
seconds.
Being one third the tensile strength of
steel, it’s incredibly strong and sticky,
and is awarded top impact resistance
standard BS12600 1B1, your guarantee
of highest security.

OR
VERY EFFECTIVE, EASY TO APPLY

Because Maxam175 is so robust and
almost invisible, it’s a very effective
alternative to steel sheets and plywood on
void properties, maintaining a safe and
aesthetically pleasing environment. It is
also a preferred method of permanently
stabilizing weak and vulnerable glass,
which saves costly replacement.

Its so easy to apply, just cut to
size, peel back the paper and smooth
over with a cloth. Your window is both
safe and weatherproof immediately. The
frame is undamaged and you get full
natural daylight too. And when you come
to reglaze, the old glass comes out all
together, and firmly attached to the film.
It is successfully used every year on
around half a million broken windows;
can you afford not to rely on it too?
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takes seconds to apply with no tools
is aesthetically pleasing with no loss of daylight
goes on silently, no noisy sawing or hammering
is highly secure yet almost invisible
completely seals out the elements
is perfect for repairs in PVC frames
and double glazing

It’s as easy as 1-2-3

1. MEASURE

2. CUT

3. APPLY

Maxam175 is in constant use by Social Housing groups and Local Governments in almost every city in the UK.
As well as being used in many other sectors. It is established in many countries worldwide though our network of
distributors…. where it has become the number 1 trusted global brand.

Available from many major builders merchants
or directly from maxam
0800 0922 923 | www.maxam.co.uk
THE #1 PROVEN & TRUSTED SOLUTION
T: 0800 0922 923 | F: 0131 442 4343
E: info@maxam.co.uk www.maxam.co.uk
MAXAM Ltd., 14 Cultins Road, Edinburgh EH11 4DZ,
United Kingdom

Available in

15m x 1.02m Rolls
(Smaller size rolls also available.)

